**18.204 - Presentation Evaluation Form**

**Presenter:**

**Title:**

**General aspects [20]** The talk has a clear message and is well motivated. The structure of the talk presents the main topic clearly, the delivery is given in an organized manner, the different parts of the talk are well put together, and the presentation is appropriate for the target audience.

**Delivery [25]** The talk is clear and engaging, with appropriate tone, volume and pace. Sources are properly acknowledged and the content (theorems, definitions, proofs, etc.) is presented in a precise and organized manner.

**Content [25]** The talk contains significant mathematical ideas. The mathematical content is correct. Mathematical arguments and equations are presented with an appropriate level of explanation and rigour.

**Dealing with audience [15]** The speaker engages the audience as necessary and pauses for questions. The talk is comprehensible with regards to the background of the audience. The speaker handles questions in a clear and respectful manner.

**Preparation [15]** The speaker has knowledge of the mathematical relevance and historical importance of the topic. The speaker can provide references to related topics and prior/current research when necessary. The speaker finishes within the allocated time.